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Qualtrics is a web-based tool for creating and conducting surveys. Current Tufts students,
faculty and staff can use Qualtrics to create and administer a survey. Surveys can be sent to and
completed by anyone -- including non-Tufts affiliates.

While Qualtrics is most commonly used for research, it has a friendly interface, a variety of
question types, and flexible reports, all of which make it a potential tool for teaching.
Instructors can use Qualtrics to:

• Administer a pre-class survey to learn more about what students already know
• Ask students questions during class or immediately after a lecture
• Allow students to vote on or rank choices related to an assignment
• Create adaptive surveys that let students follow different branches depending on their

answers

The TTS Training group offers periodic workshops on using Qualtrics. For help with using
Qualtrics to meet your teaching goals, request a consult with Educational Technology Services.
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Qualtrics offers a variety of question types. Some popular question types for teaching include:

• Multiple Choice: Several variations on traditional multiple choice questions are available
(multiple answer, multiple correct, etc.)

• Heat Maps: Students select one or several points on an image by clicking or tapping. Reports
highlight the most commonly selected areas.

• Pick, Group and Rank: Given a list of items, students use a drag and drop interface to rank
the items and/or sort them into groups.

• Matching: Qualtrics does not offer a traditional Matching question type, but you can use a
Matrix Table or a Rank Order question to similar effect.

• Text Entry: Students answer by entering text. Student responses can be visualized as a word
cloud in reports.
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Individual surveys are called "Projects" in the Qualtrics interface.

Log into Qualtrics.Log into Qualtrics.
Go to https://tufts.qualtrics.com and log in using your Tufts UTLN and password.

Click on the "Create Project" button.Click on the "Create Project" button.
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Choose "New Project."Choose "New Project."

Name your survey.Name your survey.

You can optionally save your survey to a folder. For more on organizing your surveys, see
Organizing Your Projects.
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Click "Create Project."Click "Create Project."
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By default, Qualtrics will present questions on a single page. If you want to arrange your survey
across multiple pages, add page breaks between questions.

When a survey has multiple pages, a "Next" button will appear at the bottom of each page. To
add a "Previous" or "Back" button, see "Adding a back button."
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To add content to your survey that does not require a response, use the Descriptive Text and
Graphic question type.

To insert a full PowerPoint slide into your survey, export the slide as an image and add it as a
Descriptive Text and Graphic question.
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To format text (bold, italics, font size, etc.) or to arrange text around a graphic, use the Rich
Content Editor.
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https://www.qualtrics.com/support/edit-survey/editing-questions/rich-content-editor/rich-content-editor-overview/
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Qualtrics offers advanced timing options that allow you to control how much time a student can
spend (or must spend) on a question. You can elect to hide the Next button for a certain
amount of time, ensuring that students don't click through without considering the question, or
you can limit the amount of time allowed by auto-advancing to the next question. Timers can
be made visible to students or remain hidden.
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To see how your survey will look to students, click the Preview Survey button.

To see what reports will look like, generate test responses. Qualtrics will enter random data so
that you can see what a word cloud or graph will display.

Before making your survey available to students, navigate to the Data and Analysis tab and
delete the test responses.
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https://www.qualtrics.com/support/survey-platform/survey-module/more-survey-module/generating-test-responses/
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Working with ReportsWorking with Reports
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To see student responses, click on the Reports tab. Qualtrics generates a default report with
common visualizations of collected data. For example, if there is a Text Entry question in your
survey, the default report will display the responses in a paginated table that indicates the
frequency with which words appear.

To edit an existing visualization (e.g. to change a paginated table to a word cloud), click on the
existing chart or table. A sidebar will appear to the right. Edit the options of the existing
visualization, or choose a new one in the "Visualization" section.

Qualtrics offers robust reporting and visualization options. To learn more, see the Qualtrics
documentation on reports.

 Note:Note: Data only appears in reports when a survey is complete and submitted. If a
student stops taking the survey in the middle and doesn't complete all of the
questions, the data will be marked as a "partial response" and will not be reflected in
reports. This may impact the way you set up your survey, especially if you expect to
use it during class as a classroom response tool. For more, see How do I monitor
student responses if I am using Qualtrics during class?
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To share report data with people other than the survey owner, create a public report.

In the Reports module, select "Export Report."In the Reports module, select "Export Report."

Select "Manage Public Report..."Select "Manage Public Report..."
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Click on the switch to toggle it on.Click on the switch to toggle it on.

A link will appear in the box below the switch. Click the "Copy" button to copy it to your
clipboard.
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To add text to a report, click the "+Add Note" button.To add text to a report, click the "+Add Note" button.

To add an image to a report, find the image location and insertTo add an image to a report, find the image location and insert
it in a note.it in a note.

Preview your survey.Preview your survey.
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Hover over the image in your survey and right-click (Control-click on aHover over the image in your survey and right-click (Control-click on a
Mac).Mac).

Select "Copy Image Location."Select "Copy Image Location."

Close the survey preview and return to your report.Close the survey preview and return to your report.

Click the "+Add Note" button.Click the "+Add Note" button.
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Click the "image" button on the text editor.Click the "image" button on the text editor.

In the Image Properties window, paste the image location you justIn the Image Properties window, paste the image location you just
copied into the URL field.copied into the URL field.
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Distributing Surveys andDistributing Surveys and
Gathering ResponsesGathering Responses
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Qualtrics offers a variety of ways to distribute surveys. For teaching use, the easiest and fastest
method is to generate an anonymous link and give that link to your students (by emailing it to
them or posting it in Trunk or TUSK).

Qualtrics URLs are long and difficult to type. If you plan to use Qualtrics in class, consider using
a link shortening service such as TinyURL, bit.ly, or goo.gl to create a shorter URL. You can write
this URL on the board or include it in your PowerPoint slides.
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An "active" survey can be viewed by survey participants. A "closed" or "inactive" survey is only
available to the survey owners and editors. When you are ready for students to take your
survey, make it active.

In the Survey Options, you can select a date and time range during which the survey will be
active. For example, you might wish to keep your survey closed until class starts.
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Unlike traditional classroom response tools like Learning Catalytics, Qualtrics only records
responses when a user has completed a survey. This poses a problem if you would like
students to work on questions in class and immediately have access to their responses to a
given question.

One workaround for this is to divide your questions into multiple surveys and set up redirects
from survey to survey. An example of this setup is described below.

In her next English 101: Shakespeare's Birds class session, Dr. Doe plans to stop several times
during her lecture and instruct the students to work on some questions in Qualtrics. She plans
to take four breaks over the course of the 50 minute lecture. During each break, students will
work on 1-3 questions.

Dr. Doe creates four Qualtrics surveys:

• Part 1 - Blue Jays (2 questions)
• Part 2 - Cardinals (1 question)
• Part 3 - Swans (3 questions)
• Part 4 - Robins (2 questions)

She organizes these surveys in a folder in her My Projects to make them easier for her to find.

She opens the "Part 1 - Blue Jays" survey, finds the anonymous distribution link, and copies the
link into a text file. She repeats the process for the other three surveys.

She opens the "Part 1" survey again and opens the Survey Options. She deselects Save andSave and
ContinueContinue because she wants students to answer the questions in one sitting. Then she selects
Redirect to a URLRedirect to a URL and pastes in the anonymous link that points to the "Part 2 - Cardinals"
survey.

She repeats this for Part 2 (pasting in the link to "Part 3 - Swans") and Part 3 (pasting in the link
to "Part 4 - Robins").

Before class, she sends the link to the "Part 1 - Blue Jays" survey to her students. During class,
she instructs the students to open the link and answer the two questions in Part 1. Students
answer the questions and click the Next button.

After giving the students a few minutes to answer the two questions in Part 1, Dr. Doe displays
the Public Report in class. It shows student responses to the questions in Part 1. Meanwhile,
students have been automatically redirected to the "Part 2 - Cardinals" survey so they will be
ready to work on those questions when Dr. Doe takes another question break.

Before ClassBefore Class

Plan your question breaks.Plan your question breaks.

Before you start creating your surveys, think about how you plan to the tool in class. Some
things to consider:

• How many times during the lecture you plan to stop and ask questions?
• Will students work on questions independently or in groups?
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• How many questions students should work on before you bring them back together to
review answers?

A consult with Educational Technology Services can be helpful during the planning process.

Create your surveys.Create your surveys.

Create one survey for each question break you plan to take and populate it with questions. You
may wish to title them "Part 1, Part 2..." and/or organize them in a folder in My Projects.

Find the anonymous link for each survey.Find the anonymous link for each survey.

Get the link to each survey and copy it into a text document.

Link the surveys together.Link the surveys together.

• Go to your first survey.
• Open Survey OptionsSurvey Options in the Survey module.
• Deselect Save and ContinueSave and Continue.
• Select Redirect to a URLRedirect to a URL.
• Paste the URL link for the second survey.
• Repeat for each part.

 Note: We recommend that you have no more than four or five "parts," as it quickly
becomes confusing to set up and maintain the links.

Distribute the link to Part 1 to your students.Distribute the link to Part 1 to your students.

Students do not need the links to subsequent parts as they will be automatically sent to the
next survey when they complete Part 1.

In ClassIn Class

Instruct students to launch the survey.Instruct students to launch the survey.

Students should answer the questions they see. Instruct them to click the "Next" button when
they are done. When a student clicks "Next," their responses are recorded AND they are
automatically sent to Part 2.
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Display the results.Display the results.

Display the Public Report for Part 1 in class. Refresh the report (reload the browser page) to see
the latest student responses.
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